Credential Evaluation Process

A new/current employee probable to go to USA on H/L visa

HR/visa department of employer forwards the required documents to UNIVERSAL for US equivalency determination

US Equivalency determined by UNIVERSAL

Credential Evaluation Report provided by UNIVERSAL to the requested organization

Fair evaluations

Qualified assessments

Prompt delivery
Universal Evaluations delivers quality credentials evaluation services through a system of continuous learning process and through qualified and experienced evaluators. Our credentials Evaluation Service provides assistance in interpreting the educational backgrounds of people who have studied outside the U.S. and who need statements of U.S. educational equivalencies.

The evaluators at Universal Evaluations are actively engaged in international education research projects, keeping abreast of changes in educational systems in various geographies. Our multinational and multi-lingual team of evaluators has many years of training and experience in international education. Our approach to the evaluation of foreign educational credentials is with a thorough knowledge and understanding of the varied structures of both the U.S. and foreign educational systems.

Our services are used by attorneys, individuals, colleges, universities and corporates worldwide.

Universal Evaluations is essential when you seek education, licensing, employment or immigration opportunities in the U.S. Universal is recognized and accepted by U.S. institutions, employers and government agencies such as U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service. Universal’s evaluation process and methodology is carefully calibrated to render assessments that are honest, fair and accurate. Universal’s evaluations can be used for higher education, employment and immigration purposes in the U.S. For one low fee, Universal evaluates all academic and experience-based credentials.

OUR EXPERTISE
Our staff is comprised of highly qualified and experienced evaluators / research / professionals in the Research, Education, Foreign Education, Immigration, etc., evaluator assistants and client service representatives. They have published articles, made presentations, served on committees and held office in major national professional associations. We bring the expertise of trained evaluators to each detailed evaluation report we issue.

TYPES OF EVALUATIONS
- Document-by-document
  - Academics only
  - Academics and Experience
- Expert opinion
- Industry standard letter
- Course-by-course
- Position analysis
- Extraordinary ability letter
- Immigration Attorney Opinion

MISSION
To be part of constantly changing world of educational systems; facilitate the integration of individuals educated outside the United States into the U.S. educational environment and workforce; fair and affordable evaluations; maintain world-class standards and provide excellent service to our clients.

At Universal Evaluations, U.S. Equivalency is determined by experienced evaluators, professors and experts.

Substantial saving with shorter process-cycle and direct billing.
Now evaluations can be obtained 24x7 throughout the year.
Get US Equivalency of the prospect determined now to avoid delays in filing with USCIS.
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